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1. THE YOUNG SCHOLAR

_Fulfilling the Potential of Your Doctoral Experience_ by Pam Denicolo et al (2018) EUI Library 001.42 DEN

_How to Keep Your Research Project on Track: insights from when things go wrong_ edited by Keith Townsend and Mark N.K. Saunders (2018) 001.42 TOW

_Critical Thinking: your guide to effective argument, successful analysis and independent study_ by Tom Chatfield (2018) 160 CHA

_Work Your Career: get what you want from your social sciences or humanities PhD_ by Loleen Berdahl and Jonathan Malloy (2018) 378.19425 BER

_The Lean PhD: radically improve the efficiency, quality and impact of your research_ by Julian Kirchherr (2018) 378.1794 KIR

_Graduate CVs and Covering Letters_ by Bruce Woodcock and Jenny Keaveney (2017) 650.14 WOO
The PhDictionary: a glossary of things you don’t know (but should) about doctoral and faculty life by Herb Childress (2016) 378.2 CHI

Planning Your Postgraduate Research by Margaret Walshaw (2015) 001.42 WAL

How to Get a PhD: a handbook for students and their supervisors by Estelle M. Phillips and Derek S. Pugh (6th ed. 2015) 378.24 PHI

Destination Dissertation: a traveler’s guide to a done dissertation by Sonja K. Foss and William Waters (2nd ed. 2015) 808.02 FOS

Becoming a Professor: a guide to a career in higher education by Marie Iding (2015) 378.12023 CAH


Women in Global Science: advancing academic careers through international collaboration by Kathrin Zippel (2017) 507.1073 ZIP


Women Supervising and Writing Doctoral Theses edited by Lia Bryant and Katrina Jaworski (2015) 378.194046 BRY

'So What Are You Going to do With That?': finding careers outside academia by Susan Elizabeth Basalla (2015) 650.14 BAS


Doctoral Education and the Faculty of the Future edited by Ronald Ehrenberg and Charlotte Kuh (2009) 378.2 EHR

How Professors Think: inside the curious world of academic judgement by Michele Lamont (2009) 378.12 LAM

From Student to Scholar: a candid guide to becoming a professor by Steven Cahn (2008) 378.12023 CAH

A Guide for the Young Economist by William Thomson (2nd ed. 2011) 808.06633 THO

Career Guidance and Livelihood Planning across the Mediterranean edited by Ronald G. Sultana (2017) 331.702 SUL
2. SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

*Building Research Design in Education: theoretically informed advanced methods* edited by Lorna Hamilton and John Ravenscroft (2018) 001.42 HAM


*Research Design: qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods approaches* by John W. Creswell and J. David Creswell (5th ed. 2018) 300.72 CRE


*Research Methods: the basics* by Nicholas Walliman (2018) 001.42 WAL

*The Routledge International Handbook of Thinking and Reasoning* edited by Linden J. Ball and Valerie A. Thompson (2018) 153.43 BAL

*The Book of Why: the new science of cause and effect* by Judea Pearl and Dana Mackenzie (2018) 501 PEA

*The Digital Factory for Knowledge: production and validation of scientific results* edited by Renaud Fabre and Alain Bensoussan (2018) 501 FAB

*Cultivating Creativity in Methodology and Research: in praise of detours* edited by Charlotte Wegener et al (2018) eBook


*Understanding, Explanation and Scientific Knowledge* by Kareem Khalifa (2017) 121.4 KHA

*Karl Popper, Science and Enlightenment* by Nicholas Maxwell (2017) 501 MAX

*Researching New Literacies: design, theory and data in sociocultural investigation* edited by Michele Knobel and Colin Lankshear (2017) 300.72 KNO

*The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Social Science* edited by Lee McIntyre and Alex Rosenberg (2017) 300.1 MCI

*Multimethod Research, Causal Mechanisms and Case Studies: an integrated approach* by Gary Goertz (2017) 300.72 GOE

The Cambridge Companion to Philosophical Methodology edited by Giuseppina D’Oro and Søren Overgaard (2017) 101 OVE

Palgrave Handbook of Research in Historical Culture and Education by Mario Carretero et al (2017) ENC 907.2-E CAR


Case Study Research: core skill sets in using 15 genres by Arch G. Woodside (2017) 001.433 WOO

A University Education by David Willetts (2017) 378 WIL


Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions at fifty: reflections on a science classic edited by Robert J. Richards and Lorraine Daston (2016) 501 RIC


Doing Qualitative Research in Politics: integrating theory building and policy relevance edited by Angela Kachuyevski and Lisa M. Samuel (2018) eBook

A Comparative Introduction to Political Science: contention and cooperation by Alan G. Smith (2017) 320 SMI

Interpretation in Political Theory edited by Sean Noah Walsh and Clement Fatovic (2017) 320.01 WAL

Thinking Like a Political Scientist: a practical guide to research methods by Christopher Howard (2017) 320.072 HOW

Interpretive Quantification: methodological explorations for critical and constructivist IR edited by J. Samuel Barkin and Laura Sjoberg (2017) 327.072 BAR

Mixed Methods Research: a guide to the field by Vicki L. Plano Clark and Nataliya V. Ivankova (2016) 300.723 PLA
Hypothesis Testing and Model Selection in the Social Sciences by David L. Weakliem (2016) 300.72 WEA

Realist Inquiry in Social Science by Brian D. Haig and Colin W. Evers (2016) 300.72 HAI

Real World Research: a resource for users of social research methods in applied settings by Colin Robson and Kieran McCartan (2016) 300.72 ROB

Analyzing Text and Discourse: eight approaches for the social sciences by Kristina Boréus and Göran Bergström (2017) 401.41 BOR

Text Mining: a guidebook for the social sciences by Gabe Ignatow by Rada Mihalcea (2017) 300.72 IGN

Undertaking Discourse Analysis for Social Research by Kevin C. Dunn and Iver B. Neumann (2016) 401.41 DUN


Introducing Research Methodology: a beginner's guide to doing a research project by Uwe Flick (2015) 300.72 FLI

Research Methods in Practice: strategies for description and causation by Dahlia K. Remler and Gregg G. Van Ryzin (2nd ed. 2015) 001.43 REM

Normativity and Naturalism in the Philosophy of the Social Sciences edited by Mark Risjord (2016) 300.1 RIS

Philosophy of Social Science by Alexander Rosenberg (5th ed. 2015) 300.1 ROS

The Science of Qualitative Research by Martin J. Packer (2018) 300.723 PAC

Reflexive Methodology: new vistas for qualitative research by Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg (2018) 300.723 ALV

Doing Qualitative Research by David Silverman (5th ed. 2017) 300.723 SIL

Evaluating Qualitative Research by Jeasik Cho (2018) 001.42 CHO

The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research edited by Norman K. Denzin, Yvonna S. Lincoln (5th ed. 2018) 001.42 DEN

Designing Qualitative Research by Catherine Marshall and Gretchen B. Rossman (6th ed. 2016) 300.723 MAR
Basics of Qualitative Research: techniques and procedures for developing grounded theory by Juliet Corbin, Anselm Strauss (2015) 300.72 COR

Milestone Moments in Getting Your PhD in Qualitative Research by Margaret Zeegers and Deirdre Barron (2015) 300.723 ZEE

What is Qualitative Research? by Martyn Hammersley (2013) 300.723 HAM

Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences by Bruce L. Berg and Howard Lune (2012) 300.723 BER

Successful Qualitative Research: a practical guide for beginners by Virginia Braun & Victoria Clarke (2013) 300.723 BRA

Handbook of Experimental Economic Methodology by Guillaume R. Fréchette and Andrew Schotter (2015) eBook

Science Outside the Laboratory: measurement in field science and economics by Marcel Boumans (2015) eBook

Research Design in Political Science by Dimiter Toshkov (2016) 320.072 TOS

Political Science Research Methods by Janet Buttolph Johnson et al (2016) 320.072 JOH

Political Science: reflecting on concepts, demystifying legends by Rainer Eisfeld (2016) 320 EIS

Routledge Handbook of Interpretive Political Science edited by Mark Bevir (2016) 320 BEV

The Relevance of Political Science edited by Gerry Stoker et al (2015) 320 STO

Field Research in Political Science: practices and principles by Diana Kapiszewski et al (2015) 320.072 KAP

Quantum Mind and Social Science: unifying physical and social ontology by Alexander Wendt (2015) 300.1 WEN

University Experiments in Interdisciplinarity: obstacles and opportunities by Peter Weingart and Britta Padberg (2014) 370.72 WEI

Error and Uncertainty in Scientific Practice edited by Marcel Boumans (2014) 507.2 BOU
Research Methods: the key concepts by Michael Hammond and Jerry Wellington (2013) 001.42 HAM

Social Research Methods by Alan Bryman (4th ed. 2012) 300.72 BRY

Social Science Methodology: a unified framework by John Gerring (2nd ed. 2012) 300.72 GER

Conceptual Foundations of Social Research Methods by David Baronov (2nd ed. 2012) 300.72 BAR

Reinventing Legal Education: how clinical education is reforming the teaching and practice of law in Europe edited by Alberto Alemanno and Lamin Khadar (2018) LAW Fds9 ALE

European Legal Methodology edited by Karl Riesenhuber (2017) ECa9 RIE

Diverse Narratives of Legal Objectivity: an interdisciplinary perspective edited by Vito Breda and Lidia Rodak (2016) LAW Bs9 BRE

Objectivity and Subjectivity in Social Research by Gayle Letherby et al (2013) 300.72 LET

Laboratory Experiments in the Social Sciences edited by Murray Webster, Jr. and Jane Sell (2nd ed. 2014) 300.72 WEB

Sociology as a Population Science by John H. Goldthorpe (2016) 301 GOL

Reframing Visual Social Science: towards a more visual sociology and anthropology by Luc Pauwels (2015) 301 PAU

Research Confidential: solutions to problems most social scientists pretend they never have edited by Eszter Hargittai (2009) 300.72 HAR

100 Questions (and Answers) about Research Ethics by Emily E. Anderson and Amy Corneli (2018) 174.930072 AND

Research Ethics in the Digital Age: ethics for the social sciences and humanities in times of mediatization and digitization edited by Farina Madita Dobrick et al (2018) eBook

Ethics and Experiments: problems and solutions for social scientists and policy professionals edited by Scott Desposato (2016) 174.93 DES

Case studies for Ethics in Academic Research in the Social Sciences by Leisa R. Flynn, and Ronald E. Goldsmith (2013) 300.723 FLY

Doing a Literature Review: releasing the research imagination by Chris Hart (2nd ed, 2018) 300.72 HAR

Doing a Systematic Review: a student's guide edited by Angela Boland et al (2014) 001.42 BOL


International Legal Research in a Global Community by Heidi Frotestad Kuehl and Megan A. O’Brien (2018) LAW Dce9 KUE

Handbook on Legal Methodology: from objective to method by Lina Kestermont (2018) LAW Fdt9 KES

The Internationalisation of Legal Education edited by Christophe Jamin and William van Caenegem (2016) eBook


The Mind and Method of the Legal Academic by Jan M. Smits (2012) Bs9 SMI


Academic Crowdsourcing in the Humanities: crowds, communities and co-production by Mark Hedges and Stuart Dunn (2018) 004.019 HED

History and Philosophy of the Humanities: an introduction by Michiel Leezenberg (2018) 907.2 LEE

The Wiley International Handbook of History Teaching and Learning edited by Scott Alan Metzger and Lauren McArthur Harris (2018) eBook

Mapping Frontier Research in the Humanities edited by Claus Emmeche et al (2016) 001.3 EMM

The Transformative Humanities: a manifesto by Mikhail Epstein (2012) 001.3 EPS

Research Methods for History edited by Simon Gunn and Lucy Faire (2012) 907.2 GUN
Going to the Sources: a guide to historical research and writing  
Anthony Brundage (5th ed. 2013) 907.2 BRU

Models, Mathematics and Methodology in Economic Explanation  
by Donald W. Katzner (2018) 330.015195 KAT

Case Method and Pluralist Economics: philosophy, methodology and practice  
by Kavous Ardalan (2018) eBook

Post-Crash Economics: plurality and heterodox ideas in teaching and research  
edited by Omar Feraboli and Carlo J. Morelli (2018) eBook

Rules for Scientific Research in Economics: the Alpha-Beta method  
by Adolfo Figueroa (2017) eBook

Power and Neoclassical Economics: a return to political economy in the teaching of economics  
by Adam Ozanne (2016) eBook

Dionysian Economics: making economics a scientific social science  
by Benjamin Ward (2016) eBook

Enacting Dismal Science: new perspectives on the performativity of economics  
edited by Ivan Boldyrev and Ekaterina Svetlova (2016) eBook

Econometrics in a Formal Science of Economics: theory and the measurement of economic relations  
by Bernt P. Stigum (2015) 330.015195 STI

New Developments in Economic Education  

Economics after the Crisis: objectives and means  
by Adair Turner (2012) 330 TUR

Facts, Values, and Objectivity in Economics  
edited by José Castro Caldas and Vítor Neves (2012) 330 CAL

Theoretical and Practical Reason in Economics Capacities and Capabilities  
by Ricardo F. Crespo (2012) 330.01 CRE

Crisi dell'economia e crisi della teoria economica : teoria tradizionale e nuova economia civile a confronto  
edited by Pompeo Della Posta (2012) 330.90511 DEL

The Global Economic Crisis: new perspectives on the critique of economic theory and policy  
edited by Emiliano Brancaccio and Giuseppe Fontana (2011) 330.90511 BRA

Doctoral Education's Reform in Switzerland and Norway: a public management analysis  
by Lukas Baschung (2013) 378.15509494 BAS
The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of Science edited by Martin Curd and Stathis Psillos (2014) 501 CUR

3. ACADEMIC WRITING AND PUBLICATION


How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper by Robert A. Day (8th ed. 2017) 808.0665021 DAY

Writing up Quantitative Research in the Social and Behavioral Sciences by Marianne Fallon (2016) 808.0663 FAL

PhD by Published Work: a practical guide for success by Susan Smith (2015) 808.042 SMI

How to Publish High-Quality Research by Jeff Joireman and Paul A.M. Van Lange (2015) 808.066 JOI

Helping Doctoral Students Write: pedagogies for supervision by Barbara Kamler and Pat Thomson (2014) 808.042 KAM


Science from Sight to Insight: how scientists illustrate meaning by Alan G. Gross and Joseph E. Harmon (2014) 501.4 GRO

Planning Your PhD by Kate Williams et al (2010) LIB 378.1794 WIL

The Dissertation: from beginning to end by Peter Lyons and Howard Doueck (2010) 808.066361 LYO

Doing Your Social Science Dissertation by Judith Burnett (2009) 808.02 BUR

Crafting Scholarship in the Behavioral and Social Sciences: writing, reviewing and editing by Robert M. Milardo (2014) 808.0663 MIL

Success in Academic Writing by Trevor Day (2013) 808.042 DAY

Writing for Academic Journals by Rowena Murray (3rd ed. 2013) 808.066 MUR

How to Write a Thesis by Umberto Eco [2015 trans.] Come si fa una tesi di laurea: le materie umanistiche [1977] 808.02 ECO
How to Use Your Reading in your Essays by Jeanne Godfrey (2nd ed. 2013) 808.02 GOD

Draft No.4 : essays about the writing process by John McPhee (2017) 808.02 MCP

Academic Writing in a Second or Foreign Language edited by Ramona Tang (2012) 808.042 TAN

The English for Academic Purposes Practitioner: operating on the edge of academia by Alex Ding and Ian Bruce (2018) eBook

Text-Based Research and Teaching: a social semiotic perspective on language in use edited by Peter Mickan and Elise Lopez (2018) eBook

Thanks for the Feedback: the science and art of receiving feedback well by Douglas Stone and Sheila Heen (2014) 808.02 HEE

Improve Your Grammar by Mark Harrison et al (2012) 425 HAR

Stylish Academic Writing by Helen Sword (2012) 808.042 SWO

The Student Phrase Book: vocabulary for writing at university by Jeanne Godfrey, (2013) 808.042 GOD


Economical Writing by Deirdre N. McCloskey (2nd ed. 2000) 808.06633 MCC

Abstracts and the Writing of Abstracts by John Swales and Christine Feak (2009) 808.02 SWA

Telling a Research Story: writing a literature review by John Swales and Christine Feak (2009) 808.02 FEA

Getting It Published: a guide for scholars by William Germano (2nd ed. 2008) 808.02 GER

Getting Published in the Humanities: what to know, where to aim, how to succeed by Jeffrey Kahan (2012) 808.02 KAH

Academic and Professional Publishing edited by Robert Campbell (2012) 070.57 CAM

Essentials of Publishing Qualitative Research by Mitchell Allen (2016) 300.723 ALL

Get Funded: an insider’s guide to building an academic research program by Robert J. Trew (2017) 658.15224 TRE
The Grant Writer's handbook: how to write a research proposal and succeed by Gerard M. Crawley and Eoin O’Sullivan (2016) 658.15224 CRA

Writing Successful Science Proposals by Andrew Friedland and Carol Folt (2nd ed. 2009) 001.44 FRI

4. DATA FOR RESEARCH IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

Statistical Methods for the Social Sciences by Alan Agresti (5th ed. 2018) 519.5 AGR


Social Statistics for a Diverse Society by Chava Frankfort-Nachmias and Anna Leon-Guerrero (2018) 519.5 FRA

Social Statistics: managing data, conducting analyses, presenting results by Thomas J. Linneman (2018) 519.5 LIN


Research Methods and Statistics by Bernard C. Beins and Maureen A. McCarthy (2018) 519.5 BEI


The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Data Collection edited by Uwe Flick (2018) 300.723 FLI

Elementary Statistics Using Excel by Mario F. Triola (2018) 519.5 TRI


Little Bites of Big Data for Public Policy by Donald F. Kettl (2018) 352.38028557 KET


Principles and Methods of Statistical Analysis by Jerome Frieman et al (2018) 519.5 FRI
Probability and Statistics for Economists by Yongmiao Hong (2018) 519.5 HON

A General Introduction to Data Analytics by Jõao Mendes Moreira et al (2018) 005.74 MOR

Frontiers in Data Science edited by Matthias Dehmer and Frank Emmert-Streib (2018) 300.72 DEH

Data Science by John D. Kelleher and Brendan Tierney (2018) 005.133 KEL

Handbook of Big Data Analytics edited by Wolfgang Karl Härdle et al (2018) eBook

Big Data Analytics: tools and technology for effective planning edited by Arun K. Somani and Ganesh Chandra Deka (2018) 005.7 SOM

Pattern Recognition: a quality of data perspective by Władysław Homenda and Witold Pedrycz (2018) 006.4 HOM

Big Data in the Arts and Humanities: theory and practice by Giovanni Schiuma and Daniela Carlucci (2018) 001.30285 SCH

Big Data and Computational Intelligence in Networking edited by Yulei Wu et al (2018) 005.7 WU

The Essentials of Data Science: knowledge discovery using R by Graham J. Williams (2018) 006.312 WIL

Mathematical Statistics by Dieter Rasch and Dieter Schott (2018) 519.5 RAS


Intermediate statistics using SPSS Herschel Knapp (2018) 005.369 SPSS

Predictive Statistics: analysis and inference beyond models by Bertrand S. Clarke and Jennifer L. Clarke (2018) 519.5 CLA

Introduction to Statistics: an active learning approach by Kieth A. Carlson and Jennifer R. Winquist (2018) 519.5 CAR

Statistical Data Cleaning with applications in R by Mark van der Loo and Edwin de Jonge (2018) 519.502855133 LOO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN/Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistics with R: a beginner's guide</td>
<td>Robert Stinerock</td>
<td>006.312 ROB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Student's Guide to Bayesian Statistics</td>
<td>Ben Lambert</td>
<td>519.542 LAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data Analytics: tools and technology for effective planning</td>
<td>Arun K. Somani and Ganesh Chandra Deka</td>
<td>005.7 SOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Efficiency Paradox: what big data can't do</td>
<td>Edward Tenner</td>
<td>005.7 TEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Practice of Reproducible Research: case studies and lessons from the data-intensive sciences</td>
<td>Justin Kitzes et al</td>
<td>507.21 KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Analytics Applications in Education</td>
<td>Jan Vanthienen and Kristof De Witte</td>
<td>371.33 VAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontiers in Data Science</td>
<td>Matthias Dehmer and Frank Emmert-Streib</td>
<td>300.72 DEH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geospatial Data: science, techniques and applications</td>
<td>Hassan Karimi and Bobak Karimi</td>
<td>330.9 HAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbook of Statistical Analysis and Data Mining Applications</td>
<td>Robert Nisbet et al</td>
<td>006.312 NIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data in the Arts and Humanities: theory and practice</td>
<td>Giovanni Schiuma and Daniela Carlucci</td>
<td>001.30285 SCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of Data Management and Presentation</td>
<td>John P. Hoffmann</td>
<td>001.42 HOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Book: collection and management of research data</td>
<td>Meredith N. Zozus</td>
<td>001.42 ZOZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Content Analysis Guidebook</td>
<td>Kimberly A. Neuendorf</td>
<td>001.51 NEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Statistics: an active learning approach</td>
<td>Kieth A. Carlson and Jennifer R. Winquist</td>
<td>519.5 CAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data and Social Science: a practical guide to methods and tools</td>
<td>Ian Foster et al</td>
<td>300.72 FOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data and the Knowledge Society</td>
<td>Bridgette Wessels et al</td>
<td>005.8 WES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data in Complex and Social Networks</td>
<td>My T. Thai et al</td>
<td>302.35 THA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Analytics in Digital Humanities edited by Shalin Hai-Jew (2017) 001.30285 HAI

Applied Survey Data Analysis by Steven G. Heeringa et al (2017) 001.422 HEE

Complex Survey Data Analysis with SAS by Taylor H. Lewis (2017) 519.530285555 LEW

Exploratory Data Analysis with MATLAB by Wendy L. Martinez et al (2017) 005.369 MATLAB

Practical Statistics for Data Scientists: 50 essential concepts by Peter Bruce and Andrew Bruce (2017) 519.5 BRU

Querying and Mining Uncertain Data Streams by Cheqing Jin et al (2017) 006.312 JIN

Politics and Big Data: nowcasting and forecasting elections with social media by Andrea Ceron et al (2017) 324.9 CER


Analyzing Data with Microsoft Power BI and Power Pivot for Excel by Alberto Ferrari and Marco Russo (2017) 005.369 FER

Statistical and Machine-Learning Data Mining: techniques for better predictive modeling and analysis of big data by Bruce Ratner (3rd ed. 2017) 658.872 RAT

The Datafied Society: studying culture through data edited by Mirko Tobias Schäfer and Karin van Es (2017) 001.30285 SCH

The SAGE dictionary of statistics and methodology: a nontechnical guide for the social sciences by W. Paul Vogt and R. Burke Johnson (2016) 519.5 VOG

Statistics for Social Sciences by T. Rajaretanam (2016) 519.5 RAJ

Science Dynamics and Research Production: indicators, indexes, statistical laws and mathematical models by Nikolay K. Vitanov (2016) eBook

Data Literacy for Educators by Ellen B. Mandinach and Edith S. Gummer (2016) 370.711 MAN

Introduction to Scientific Computing and Data Analysis by Mark H. Holmes (2016) eBook

An Introduction to Statistical Methods and Data Analysis by R. Lyman Ott and Michael Longnecker (7th ed. 2016) 519.5 OTT

Data Visualization and Presentation with Microsoft Office by Valerie M. Sue and Matthew T. Griffin (2016) 005.5 MIC

Computational and Statistical Methods for Analysing Big Data with Applications by Shen Liu et al (2016) 519.5 LIU

Is That a Fact?: a field guide to statistical and scientific information Mark Battersby (2016) 519.5 BAT


Statistical Analysis of Questionnaires: a unified approach based on R and Stata by Francesco Bartolucci et al (2016) 001.433 BAR

Big Data, Little Data, No Data: scholarship in the networked world by Christine L. Borgman (2015) 004 BOR

Statistics: learning from data by Roxy Peck (2015) 519.5 PEC

Research Methods, Statistics and Applications by Kathrynn A. Adams and Eva K. Lawrence (2015) 001.422 ADA

Introductory Statistics and Analytics: a resampling perspective by Peter C. Bruce (2015) 519.54 BRU

Beginning Statistics: an introduction for social scientists Liam Foster, Ian Diamond, Julie Jefferies (2015) 519.5 FOS

Creating and Verifying Data Sets with Excel by Robert E. McGrath (2015) 005.369 MCG

Data Science from Scratch: first principles with Python by Joel Grus (2015) 005.133 GRU


Data Mining for the Social Sciences: an introduction by Paul Attewell and David B. Monaghan (2015) 006.312 ATT


The Data Game: controversies in social science statistics by Mark H. Maier and Jennifer Imazeki (4th ed. 2013) 300.15195 MAI

Robustness Tests for Quantitative Research by Eric Neumayer and Thomas Plümper (2017) 300.72 NEU

Quantitative Social Science: an introduction by Kosuke Imai (2017) 300.72 IMA

Multi-method Social Science: combining qualitative and quantitative tools Jason Seawright (2016) 300.72 SEA

The Oxford Handbook of Quantitative Methods edited by Todd D. Little, 2 vols. (2013) 150.72 LIT

Challenging the Qualitative-quantitative Divide: explorations in case-focused causal analysis by Barry Cooper et al (2012) 300.72 COO

Theory-based Data Analysis for the Social Sciences by Carol S. Aneshensel (2nd ed. 2013) 001.422 ANE

Data Collection: key debates and methods in social research by Wendy Olsen (2012) 300.72 OLS

Analysis of Economic Data by Gary Koop (4th ed. 2013) 330.015195 KOO

Presenting Data Effectively: communicating your findings for maximum impact by Stephanie D.H. Evergreen (2014) 001.4226 EVE

5. PRESENTING, TEACHING AND SUPERVISING

Professors as Academic Leaders: expectations, enacted professionalism and evolving roles by Linda Evans (2018)

Communicating your Research with Social Media: a practical guide to using blogs, podcasts, data visualisations and video by Amy Mollett et al (2017) 302.231 MOL

Develop Your Presentation Skills by Theo Theobald (3rd ed. 2016) 808.51 THE

Creative Research Communication: theory and practice by Clare Wilkinson and Emma Weitkamp (2016) 001.4 WIL
Crackle and Fizz: essential communication and pitching skills for scientists by Caroline van Den Brul (2015) 808.51 VAN

A Faculty Guide to Advising and Supervising Graduate Students by Darla J. Twale (2015) 378.194046 TWA


For the Love of Learning: innovations from outstanding university teachers edited by Tim Bilham (2013) 378.17 BIL

Presenting Science: a practical guide to giving a good talk by Çiğdem İşsever and Ken Peach (2010) 808.51 ISS


The Good Supervisor by Gina Wisker (2nd ed. 2012) 378.194046 WIS


Presenting in English: how to give successful presentations by Mark Powell (2002) 658.452 POW

6. OPEN SCIENCE, DIGITAL AND INTERNET

Understanding Research in the Digital Age by Sarah Quinton and Nina Reynolds (2018) 200.72 QUI

Bit by Bit: social research in the digital age by Matthew J. Salganik (2018) 300.72 SAL


Data Stewardship for Open Science: implementing FAIR principles by Barend Mons (2018) 025.52 MON

Robot-Proof: higher education in the age of artificial intelligence by Joseph E. Aoun (2017) 371.33 AOU


Digital Sociology: the reinvention of social research by Noortje Marres (2017) 301.01 MAR

Digital Sociologies edited by Jessie Daniels et al (2017) 303.4834 DAN

Free Innovation by Eric von Hippel (2017) 338.064 HIP

The End of Wisdom?: the future of libraries in a digital age edited by David Baker, Wendy Evans (2017) LSC 025.001 BAK

Archives in the Digital Age: standards, policies and tools by Lina Bountouri (2017) LSC 025.174 BOU

Cultural Heritage Infrastructures in Digital Humanities edited by Agiatis Benardou et al (2018) 001.30285 BEN

Digital Humanities: knowledge and critique in a digital age by David M. Berry and Anders Fagerjord (2017) 001.30285 BER

Artificial Intelligence and Legal Analytics: new tools for law practice in the digital age by Kevin D. Ashley (2017) Bs9 ASH


Knowledge Unbound: selected writings on open access by Peter Suber (2016) 070.57973 SUB

Open Access and the Humanities: contexts, controversies and the future by Martin Paul Eve (2014) 001.30285 EVE

Open Access by Peter Suber (2012) eBook
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